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● Poor statistic for Extreme Energy 
Cosmic Rays (EECRs) above 6x1019 eV ...
○ Auger ~ 30 events/year

● Global and non-linearity correction 
needed to bring the spectra in 
agreement ...

● Hot spots and anisotropies ...

Cosmic ray energy spectrum as measured by Pierre Auger 
Observatory and Telescope Array. The flux is multiplied by a 
factor of E3 to better enhance the spectral features (Deligny 2019)

Two large-scale hybrid experiments:
The Pierre Auger Observatory (Argentina, Southern Hemisphere) 
and the Telescope Array project (UTAH, USA, Northern 
Hemisphere)

EECR detection: ground-
based detector
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● Poor statistic for Extreme Energy 
Cosmic Rays (EECRs) above 6x1019 eV ...
○ Auger ~ 30 events/year

… but difficult to scale up 
○ Auger ~ 3000 km2, 

TA 762 km2 → TAx4 ~ 3000 km2

● Global and non-linearity correction 
needed to bring the spectra in 
agreement ...

● Hot spots and anisotropies ...

… but just a small portion of the sky 
observed by both the detector, difficult 
to make comparisonsCosmic ray energy spectrum as measured by Pierre Auger 

Observatory and Telescope Array. The flux is multiplied by a 
factor of E3 to better enhance the spectral features (Deligny 2019)

EECR detection: ground-
based detector
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Two large-scale hybrid experiments:
The Pierre Auger Observatory (Argentina, Southern Hemisphere) 
and the Telescope Array project (UTAH, USA, Northern 
Hemisphere)



The JEM-EUSO project
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Joint Experiment Missions for Extreme Universe 

Space Observatory

Very large exposure space-based detector looking 

at the isotropic fluorescence light produced by 

EECR (E>5x1019 eV) interacting in the atmosphere

Observation performed in both the Hemispheres, 

complementary to those on ground

UHECRs as main goal, but many other possibilities 

(Strange Quark Matter, atmospheric science, UV 

mapping of the Earth, bioluminescence phenomena 

… )

JEM-EUSO collaboration
16 Countries, 93 Institutes, 351 People
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JEM-EUSO detection principle

Uniform coverage of the sky

Single pixel photon counting technique

μs time scale resolution (UHECR duration 
~ 50-150 μs)

Detect and reconstruct both vertical and 
high inclined showers
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1. EUSO-TA: Ground detector installed in 2013 at 
Telescope Array site

2. EUSO Balloon (2014): Timmins, Canada, 1-night 
flight

3. EUSO SPB1 (2016): NASA ultra long duration 
flight from Wanaka, New Zeland

4. TUS (2016): free-flyer on LomonosovRussian 
Satellite

5. Mini-EUSO (2019): Detector from International 
Space Station (ISS): 40 kg total, currently working

6. EUSO SPB2 (2022): second Super Pressure 
Balloon flight 

7. K-EUSO (2023): ISS Approvedby Russian Space 
Agency

8. POEMMA (2025+): NASA twin free-Flyer

The JEM-EUSO program
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Mini-EUSO

TopLeft: Simplified 
diagram of Mini-EUSO

TopRight: Mini-EUSO 
focal surface

Bottom: Mini-EUSO 
installed onboard the 
ISS (ZVEZDA module) 
during a data-taking 
session

PDM:
2304 pixels 
arranged in a 
48x48 square 
matrix

● Small detector (37 × 37 × 62 cm³)

● 48x48 pixels, single photon counting

● UV wavelength (300-400 nm)

● Optical system: two Fresnel lenses, 25 
cm diameter

● Large FOV (±21°). Pixel size at sea 
level ~7km

● Three different timescales:

○ D1: 2.5 μs - EECRs and fast 
events (elves) - trigger logic 
developed, implemented and 
tested  by Torino Group

○ D2: 320 μs - atmospheric events 
- trigger logic

○ D3: 40.96 ms - slow events and 
UV maps - continuous data 
taking

● Ancillary cameras
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Mini-EUSO @ TurLab

Left: the TurLab rotating tank used to mimic the orbit of 
the ISS. Mini-EUSO Engineering Model was hung above, 
different light sources were installed in the tank and the 
tank rotated, to mimic the orbit of the ISS.

Top: lightcurve of a tank rotation. It is possible to 
recognise all the different element inside the tank 
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Mini-EUSO onboard the ISS with Luca Parmitano

Luca Parmitano in Roma Tor Vergata with Mini-EUSO Luca Parmitano in the Zvezda Module on the ISS with Mini-EUSO
Video from www.youtube.com/watch?v=QincAp4V-SM&t=1s

ISS commander Luca Parmitano operated the first switch on of Mini-EUSO on 7th October 2019, as part 
of the scientific objectives of Mission Beyond

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QincAp4V-SM&t=1s


Elves are horizontally expanding, fast donut-shaped light

emissions at the bottom ionosphere. They are emissions from 

neutral species that are excited by collision with free electrons  

accelerated by the electromagnetic pulses from lightning 

discharges

The characteristic spatial dimension of elves are rings 

extending to a horizontal radius of∼500 km with a vertical 

dimension of∼10 km and centered at∼90 km altitude

Mini-EUSO is capable of detecting and triggering on such 

events, and can provide high-speed UV imaging of elves, 

complementary to informations gathered by other 

instruments (i.e. ASIM)
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Mini-EUSO - other events in the μstimescale

Top: picture of an elve taken with a commercial 
camera. Bottom: an elve seen by Mini-EUSO

Elves



ASIM (Atmosphere-Space Interactions Monitor) is a spaced-

based detector mounted on an external platform on the 

International Space Station. Its main goal is the study of

thunderstorm electrical activity such as lightning and 

Transient Luminous Emissions (TLEs), among which, the elves.

ASIM is not capable of high-speed imaging, while Mini-EUSO 

is. Events observed by the two detectors might be of high 

interest for the atmospheric science community.

A work has been done on the synchronization of events 

detected by the two instruments. This work has been 

presented at the “EGU 2020 General Assembly” organised by 

the European Geosciences Union 
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Mini-EUSO - other events in the μstimescale

Top: ASIM mounted outside the Columbus module, on the ISS.
Bottom: an elve seen by Mini-EUSO

Elves - simultaneous detection with ASIM 
and Mini-EUSO



Mini-EUSO D3 lightcurves (40.96 ms).
The blue arrow indicates the position of  the 

ELVES detected by Mini-EUSO. ASIM data are 
synchronized assuming the ELVES took place 

in the GTU indicated by the red arrow

ObservationID: 17928 - Time 05:58:13.893942  - UV event

Mini-EUSO

(GTU 16486-16489)ASIM 
(GTU 16486)

ObservationID: 17928

In the animation, how the ELVES appears in 
D3 data (40.96 ms resolution) 12



Mini-EUSO
(GTU 19765-19783)

ASIM 
(GTU 19763)

ObservationID: 
17963

ASIM 
(GTU 19779)

ObservationID: 
19733

Mini-EUSO

(GTU 19806-19807)

ASIM 

(GTU 19804)

ObservationID: 

17934

Mini-EUSO

(GTU 19914-19920)

ASIM 

(GTU 19914)

ObservationID:17936

Time 06:00:28 - 06:00:34  - Lightning and UV event

Mini-EUSO D3 lightcurves (40.96 ms).
A blue arrow indicates the position of 

lightning in Mini-EUSO data, a red one the 
position of the ASIM triggered event after 

the synchronization of the ELVES event.
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Mini-EUSO - μs timescale trigger performances

● So far more than 50 hours of data

● Only 7 hours downlinked to 

ground

● Soon all the data will be available  

(already on ground, brought by 

astronauts)

● μs timescale trigger detected

- Cosmic ray-like event
- Elves
- Flashers
- Low energy cosmic ray impinging 

on the detector
- Lightning

● Dead time usually below 5%

during night without storms and 

lightning (cfr. TUS detecor with a 

1 minute dead time after each 

event)
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Mini-EUSO - D3 timescale (40.96 ms) - Flat field

Mini-EUSO still in commissioning phase

In-flight calibration is a major challenge

First step: flat field

- correct for different gain and efficiency 

among pixels

- produce a flat field map to apply to the 

data 

Lightcurves of 64 pixels. Top panel:raw data. Bottom panel: 
flat fielded data. Top: entire lightcurve. Bottom: zoom
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Mini-EUSO - D3 timescale (40.96 ms) - Flat field

Top: raw data. Bottom: flat 
fielded data.

Left: D1 timescale (2.5 μs)
Center: D2 timescale (320 μs)
Right: D3 timescale (40.96 ms)

The flat field remove the 
noise due to pixels with 
different gain and enhance 
the light sources
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Mini-EUSO - D3 timescale (40.96 ms) - flat field and meteor

Two example of a bright meteor. The one on the left is the brightest in Mini-EUSO data, the one on the right the longest

168 meteors in ~7 

hours of data 

already downlinked 

(but still work in 

progress). 

Soon available the 

whole dataset 

(90%)

Both very dim and 

very bright meteor

Meteor detection 

in light of Space 

Debris remediation
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Mini-EUSO - D3 timescale (40.96 ms) - Clouds

Clouds are 

detectable by 

Mini-EUSO. An 

estimation of 

the average 

cloud coverage 

and the type of 

cloud is 

important for 

the exposure 

estimation, for 

the flat field and 

in light of future

space-based 

mission
Two different example of clouds passing through the field of view
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EUSO-SPB2

● Balloon payload flying in 2022 

● 1 fluorescence telescope (like in 
Mini-EUSO, but 3 times bigger) 
pointed nadir for UHECRs 
detection

● 1 Cherenkov telescope, based on 
SiPMs pointing towards the limb

● 33 km altitude operation

● Optics based on 1 m diameter 

segmented mirrors

● Fluorescence telescope pixel size 

~ 130x130 m2

● Fluorescence telescope time 
resolution 1 μs



SPB2 event simulation 

Example of simulated 
showers with “perfect” 
geometry.

In the animations: 
Energy: 1019 eV
Zenith 30°, 45°, 60°
respectively
Bkg = 1.8 cts/pxl/GTU
Threshold = 5.1



● Each pixel has its own independent 

threshold

● The threshold will be updated every 0.5 s

based on the “average” computed in ~16 ms 

(128*128 D1 GTU)
○ balloon speed ~50 : 150 km/h

○ pixel FOV ~ 135x135 m2

○ no cities or artificial light sources (perhaps a 

few planes/boats)

○ in 0.5 s the balloon travels for 15-20 m 

○ (according to Mini-EUSO data) when clouds 

are in the FOV the counts roughly double

○ in 0.5 s a cloud can cover 15% of a pixel FOV 

at most

○ the average amount of light seen by the pixel 

may increase by ~ 10% - 15% in 0.5 s

● The threshold is set nσ above the 

background ( nσ= 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5 … )
○ Ex: bkg = 1.68

nσ = 2.5

thr = 1.68 + 2.5 sqrt(1.68) = 

4.92 → 5 cts required for a pixel to be above 

threshold

SPB2 trigger logics : CSM and TG logics

Common to both the logic

● Every GTU a boolean matrix is created 

(48x48 matrix for TG, 16x16 for CSM) with 

1s if the pixels is above threshold, 0s 

otherwise

All the following operations are done 

considering this boolean matrix

Only for TG logic

Two different trigger logic developed for the fluorescence detector of EUSO-SPB2. 
One is designed by the Torino Group (3x3 TG logic) 



1. A cell is active if the number of pixels over 

threshold is at least equal to nPixInCell (4)

2. A trigger is issued if in nGTU (5) consecutive

GTUs there are at least nCell (6) active cells

There are 4 parameters in total: nσ, nPixInCell, 

nGTU and nCell

We are currently testing two sets of parameters

sigma 2.5 3

pixInCell 4 3

cellsInPMT 6 8

nGTU 5 3

SPB2 trigger logic: 3x3 cells

● Each PMT is divided in 3x3 

cells. 
○ Each pixel is shared 

among many cells. 

○ In a PMT there are 36 

cells in total. 

○ Cells between 

neighbouring PMTs are 

not considered (the gray 

one in the picture). 

● Each PMT is independent

The first one 
seems 
better

N.B. The logic does not 
require 6 cells active 
for 5 consecutive 
GTUs, but 6 cells in 
total on 5 consecutive 
GTUs, so 3 in the first 
GTU, 2 in the second 
and 1 in the third will 
be enough for a trigger.

The value of nGTU 
should be linked to the 
maximum amount of 
time a shower insist on 
the same PMT



To sum up...

Mini-EUSO is taking very interesting data
- CR-like event
- elves
- UV maps
- meteors
- space debris tracking
- SQM search ...

Its microsecond trigger logic works  as 
intended

Soon more data to analyze

EUSO-SPB2 trigger logics are currently in 
the design/simulation test phase

Once the details are defined Torino will be 
responsible for the hardware 
implementation

Trigger test @ TurLab

Ready in 2021! 



Backup



Northern and Southern 
sky anisotropy
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